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Being currently on a part-time holiday (visiting Europe for several weeks), I decided to take a
short break from writing about meta-analysis and to post something more light-hearted instead.
Not even about next generation sequencing. Rather, about next generation of our precious human
resources, i.e. the two youngest (unofficial) members of the SN group. More specifically, it is
about managing their scientific development.
It might seem to early to worry about how they learn science. However, child's brain develops at
mind-blowing speed and it wonders constantly about everything it can hear or see. So, Toto is not
even five and I already had to handle explaining to him such abstract concepts as "electricity",
"gravity, "power", "signal", "origins of life" and "human evolution". And he is asking all the right
and seemingly simple questions, which are usually the hardest to answer at the very basic level.
Rather than going straight into university-level theoretical
explanations, it seemed easier to channel his interests into more
concrete and palatable areas - and especially into hands-on
science-related activities suitable for really young audience. It
might seem that the marked is flooded with educational materials
for kids. The problem is how to find the ones that are just right for
a given stage and task, and also are fun and affordable.
So here are the things that we
found and that worked out for us
so far. First, a set of solar-powered self-assembly robot-like toys.
The kit makes 6 different models (car, boat, dog, and
windmills/propellers) powered by a solar panel. It was a big hit
and kept the boys happy for a few sunny days. Second, bristlebots
(popularised in NZ by our colleague, Mike Paulin). They are
simple robotic bugs made from toothbrush heads and few bits of
electronics. These little robots made me even learn some
soldering! Following on the robots theme (seems all boys love them irrespectively of age), some
programming skills seemed like a logical thing to try next. Unfortunately, it is hard to get
something suitable for a person who cannot even read and write. So far I located only a handful of
usable graphics-based games that can work for young children: LightBot [http://light-bot.com/]
(online, also has part 2), RoboLogic (iPad) and RoboFix (iPad). There are some other
programming resources for older kids listed on code.org.
Overall, the Internet can be, as usual, quite good source of ideas. Perhaps the best website I found
so far is www.sciencebuddies.org which hosts hundreds of various science projects. We will surely
try to use some of them to keep our boys entertained and hopefully "reaching their full scientific
potential" ;-).
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